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Shear reduction of collisional transport: Experiments and theory a…
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Experiments and theory on collisional diffusion and viscosity in quiescent single-species plasmas
demonstrate enhanced transport in the two-dimensional~2D! bounce-averaged regime, limited by
shear in the plasma rotation. For long plasma columns, the measured diffusion agrees quantitatively
with recent theories of three-dimensional long-rangeE3B drift collisions, and is substantially larger
than predicted for classical velocity-scattering collisions. For short plasmas, diffusion is observed to
be enhanced byNb , the number of times a thermal particle bounces axially before being separated
by shear. Equivalently, recent theory in the 2D bounce-averaged regime shows how diffusion
decreases with increasing shear, generalizing the zero-shear perspective which gives Bohm
diffusion. Viscosity is similarly enhanced in the 2D regime, but there is presently only qualitative
agreement with theory. These results apply to both non-neutral and neutral plasmas, and provide the
first rigorous analysis of shear reduction of transport in a paradigmatic system. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1454998#
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the classical theory of collisional transport,1–4 the
transport step is caused by velocity-scattering collisions
shown in Fig. 1~a!. The local binary collision produces sca
tering of the particle velocity vectors byDv'6 v̄, which
results in cross-field step of the guiding centers by a dista
Dr'6r c . These ‘‘short-range’’ collisions occur only for im
pact parametersr in the ranger&r c .

However, the Coulomb interaction between particles
tends to~at least! a distancelD ; and whenr c!lD , most
collisions have impact parameters in the ranger c,r,lD .
These collisions are neglected in classical transport the
and are only now being quantitatively analyzed. The ba
transport steps of these ‘‘long-range’’ collisions are shown
Fig. 1~b!; as two particles separated by a distancer in u
stream by each other alongBẑ, they E3B drift a distance
6Dr due to their mutual interaction fieldDE. The stepDr is
proportional to the durationDt of the interaction, so ‘‘reso-
nant’’ pairs of particles with small relative axial velocityDvz

will take the largest stepsDr .
These three-dimensional~3D! long-range collisions give

substantially different transport coefficients for partic
diffusion,5–8 shear viscosity,6,9,10and heat conduction,11–13as
shown in Table I. The classical transport arises from rand
steps of sizer c occurring at a collision ratenc[nv̄b2, so the
transport coefficients scale asncr c

2 . In contrast, the long-
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range interaction distance oflD introduces the possibility of
coefficients scaling asnclD

2 . This latter scaling is obtained
for viscosity and heat transport; but the 3D long-range dif
sion has the samencr c

2 scaling as classical transport, with
103 larger coefficient.

Moreover, the diffusion14 and viscosity15,16 due to long-
range collisions is enhanced in the two-dimensional~2D!
regime, where individual particles in the finite length plasm
bounce repeatedly inz before moving substantially in (r ,u).
From the perspective of Fig. 1~b!, this suggests that pairs o
particles may experience multiple correlated collisions, g
ing an enhanced transport step sizeDr . This enhancemen
increases withNb , the number of times a thermal partic
bounces axially before shear in theu rotation of the column
separates the particle from its neighbors. Thus, rotatio
shear reduces the 2D transport enhancement.

In practice, the transport contributions from long-ran
collisions and the 2D enhancements described here are
subtle. The test particle diffusion measured on pure ion p
mas is 10– 103 times larger than classical theory; therm
transport in ion plasmas is 1–200 times larger; and the
cous transport measured in pure electron plasmas is 10–8

times larger. In general, these results are in substantial ag
ment with new theories of collisional transport; the large
discrepancy is in the viscosity coefficient, where finite-leng
enhancements give a one-decade discrepancy with theo

The transport observed in non-neutral plasmas is la
compared to classical theory because these plasmas are
essarily in the guiding-center regime ofr c,lD . The classi-
cal theory, developed for neutral plasmas, implicitly assum
the opposite ordering ofr c@lD , although not all neutral
plasmas are in this regime either.

For completeness, we note that particles can excha
energy and momentum over distances up to the plasma
Rp by emission and absorption of lightly damped plasm
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waves. This wave mechanism was originally proposed
Rosenbluth and Liu11 as a possible explanation of the anom
lously large heat loss through the electron channel in to
mak plasmas, and has been recently developed furthe
Ware.17 Recent calculations suggest12 that this mechanism
will dominate the viscosity for non-neutral plasmas w
Rp.103lD , and dominate the heat transport forRp

.102lD . However, experiments have not yet been done
this regime.

The transport being discussed here is due to the the
fluctuations which occur even in quiescent~near thermal
equilibrium! plasmas at any given temperatureT. The fluc-
tuations can be large at high temperatures; but the spec
remains thermal, and statistical theory determines the tr
port explicitly. In contrast, turbulent plasmas can have

FIG. 1. ~a! Classical velocity-scattering collisions with impact paramet
r&r c . ~b! Long-rangeEÃB drift collisions with r c,r,lD .
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extremely nonthermal spectrum of fluctuations, with t
transport characteristics depending on the nature of the
bulence. However, the effects of flow shear may be simila
both cases, and the present work may be considered a si
paradigm for the shear reduction of transport seen in m
complex turbulent systems.18

II. TEST PARTICLE DIFFUSION „3D REGIME…

The radial diffusion of ‘‘tagged’’ ions has been measur
in quiescent, steady-state columns of Mg1 ions.8 These pure
ion plasmas are contained in vacuum (P'331029 Torr) in
cylindrical electrodes with wall radiusRw52.86 cm, as
shown in Fig. 2. A uniform axial magnetic field (0.
,B(0.8,B,4 T) provides radial confinement; and voltag
Vc51200 V applied to end cylinders provide axial confin
ment of the ions.

The ion plasma is diagnosed by laser-induced fluor
cence~LIF!, stimulated by tuneable continuous wave las
beams in the parallel (ẑ) or perpendicular (ŷ) directions.
These beams can be scanned inx, and the intersection with
the detection focus along thex axis determines a 1 mm3

diagnosed volume. The LIF diagnostic gives ion dens
n(x)5n(r ), temperatureT(r ), and total drift velocity in the
ŷ5 û direction, denotedv tot(r). Additionally, all particles at a
given radius can be ‘‘tagged’’ by spin alignment; and t
densitynt(r ) of these~dynamically unaltered! test particles
can be measured versus time.

Figure 3~a! shows typical measured profiles ofn(r ) and
pact
d

TABLE I. Diffusion, viscosity, and heat conduction coefficients due to classical velocity scatterings with im
parametersr,r c ; and due to long-rangeE3B collisions withr c,r,lD in the 3D and 2D bounce-average
regimes.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1907Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 5, May 2002 Shear reduction of collisional transport . . .
T(r ). The column has densityn'107 cm23 over a radius
Rp'0.5 cm and lengthLp'10 cm. The temperature ofT
'0.1 eV gives an ion thermal velocityv̄'6.33104 cm/s,
and an axial bounce rate off b(r )[ v̄/2Lp'3 kHz. The scale
lengths for short- and long-range collisions arer c51.6
31022 cm ~at B51T! and lD57.431022 cm. The ion

FIG. 2. Ion plasma containment apparatus, with perpendicular and pa
laser beam diagnostics.

FIG. 3. ~a! Density n and temperatureT profiles of the quiescent, steady
state ion plasma.~b! Measured fluid rotation velocityv tot ; and vdia calcu-
lated fromn andT. ~c! Measured test particle concentrationnt /n profiles at
three times, showing diffusion of particles.
Downloaded 06 Sep 2002 to 132.239.69.90. Redistribution subject to A
temperature can be increased by various wave heating t
niques, and can be decreased by laser cooling.

This rotating column of ions is maintained in stea
state by applying a weak ‘‘rotating wall’’ voltage perturba
tion which couples angular momentum into the plasma19

This counterbalances the weak drag on the column from c
pling to the stationary background gas (H2) and to the sta-
tionary u asymmetries in the magnetic or electric trappi
fields. When the same ions are held for days at these p
sures, some of the Mg1 converts to MgH1, which is not
diagnosed by the LIF; but this has little effect on the da
presented here.

Figure 3~b! shows the measured total rotation veloc
v tot(r), the diamagnetic rotation velocityvdia(r ) calculated
from n(r ) and T(r ), and theE3B rotation velocity calcu-
lated asvE(r )5v tot(r)2vdia(r ). The individual particles ro-
tate at a ratevE(r )[vE(r )/r , and the shear in this rotation i
defined as

S~r ![r
]

]r
vE~r ![rvE8 ~r !. ~1!

Note that two particles separated radially by a distancer will
become separated azimuthally by a distancer in a timeS21.
The dimensionless scaled shears is then defined as

s~r ![
rvE8

2pceBn~r !
;rvE8 /vE , ~2!

where the last approximation is only valid when the rotati
results from near-uniformn(r ).

Experimentally, the magnitude of the rotational she
can be controlled by varying the ion density and temperatu
or by adjusting the character of the torques and drags on
column. This shear in theu rotation has only a weak effec
on diffusion due to long-range collisions in the 3D regim
but it is the controlling parameter in defining the 2D regim
Indeed, the kinematics of long-range collisions in the pr
ence of shear is parametrized by

Nb[
f b

S
5

v̄/2Lp

rvE8
, ~3!

which is the number of axial bounces executed by a ther
particle before shear separates it inu from its neighbors.

Figure 3~c! shows an example of the radial diffusion o
tagged ions within this steady-state plasma. Att50, about
80% of the ions atr 50.5 cm are tagged by spin alignmen
and the measurement of tagged particle fractionnt /n at t
550 ms shows good radial localization. After 6 s, substan
transport tor 50 has occurred; and byt515 s the trapped
fraction nt /n is almost uniform.

The test particle flux is obtained from these measu
ments as

G t~r ,t ![2
1

r E0

r

dx x
]

]t
nt~x,t !, ~4!

with small corrections to the measurednt to correct for slow
spontaneous spin flips. Transport from a local diffusion c
efficient D(r ) would be expected to give a flux

G t~r ,t !52D~r !n~r !
]

]r

nt~r ,t !

n~r !
. ~5!

lel
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This is just Fick’s law for test particles, i.e., a diffusive flu
proportional to the concentration gradient.

Figure 4 shows the measured normalized fluxG t /nt ver-
sus the normalized gradient in the density of test partic
for one radial position. At early times there is a large gradi
and a large flux; and the flux decreases at later times as
profile smoothes. The straight line fit illustrates Fick’s la
with D53.331023 cm2/s.

Figure 5 shows the measured diffusion coefficientsD
obtained for densities 0.1,n,43107 cm23, temperatures
0.05,T,3 eV, and magnetic fields 0.8,B,4 T. The diffu-
sion coefficients are normalized bynB22 ln(lD /r c) for com-
parison to the classical and long-range collision theories;

FIG. 4. Measured normalized test particle fluxG t /nt vs normalized test
particle density gradient, for several times at one radius. The line repre
the Fick’s law diffusion of Eq.~5!.

FIG. 5. Measured normalized test particle diffusion coefficientsD vs tem-
peratureT. Theory curves show classical diffusionDclas, long-range diffu-
sion D3D

IUO calculated by integration along unperturbed orbits, and a pro
calculation ofD3D including ‘‘velocity caging.’’
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un-normalized diffusion coefficients varied by a factor of
asB was varied, and by a factor of 40 asn was varied.

Over a wide range of temperatures, the measured d
sion is about ten times larger than predicted for class
collisions, due to long-rangeE3B drift collisions between
ions. The initial analysis of diffusion from long-rang
collisions6 used the standard theory technique of integrat
along unperturbed orbits~IUO!, and gave a predictionD IUO

about 33 larger than classical but about 33 smaller than the
measurements. A more thorough analysis7 revealed a new
‘‘velocity-caging’’ effect which occurs in one-dimensiona
collisions, and the revised predictionD3D agrees closely with
the measurements.

The diffusion due to these long-rangeE3B drift colli-
sions can be estimated rather simply.20 Two guiding centers
separated by a distance oflD have an interaction electric
field of e/lD

2 , and take a cross-fieldE3B drift step of order
Dt(c/B)(e/lD

2), whereDt;lD / v̄ is the time for the colli-
sion. This step is very small compared tor c . However, the
frequency of such collisions is of ordernv̄lD

2 , which is large
compared to the Coulomb collision frequencync5nv̄b2,
whereb[e2/T is the classical distance of closest approa
The diffusion is then given by

D;nv̄lD
2 @Dtce/~BlD

2 !#25ncr c
2 . ~6!

This was first estimated by Lifshitz and Pitaevskii.5

A detailed calculation8,7 of the diffusion from these 3D
long-range collisions yields

D3D
(IUO)52Ap nv̄b2r c

2 lnS v̄
Dvmin

D lnS lD

r c
D . ~7!

The superscript~IUO! indicates that the technique of integr
tion along unperturbed orbits was used. The logarithmic
vergence withlD /r c is due to the largeE3B drifts that arise
when guiding centers undergo a close approach; the cuto
r c reflects the fact that the guiding center theory for t
dynamics breaks down for impact parametersr,r c . The
velocity Dvmin is the minimum relative velocityDv between
two interacting particles for which the unperturbed or
analysis is still valid; particles with smallDvz experience the
largest drifts.

The lower limit Dvmin will be set either by shear in the
plasma rotation or by velocity-scattering collisions wi
other particles. The latter mechanism dominates in our
periments, giving Dvmin'(Dv /Ar clD)1/3, where Dv
'nv̄3b2 is thevelocity-spacediffusion coefficient.

The IUO technique presumes that two particles inter
only once as they pass by one another along the magn
field. However, velocity scattering collisions with surroun
ing particles eventually cause the relative axial velocity
the interacting pair to reverse, and the particles may h
another collision; surprisingly, they effectively collide thre
times. In essence, collisions cause velocity ‘‘caging’’ of pa
ticles with Dvz*Dvmin , causing them to interact mor
strongly than they would otherwise. The result of this effe
is an increase in the diffusion coefficient by a factor ofa
53, giving

nts
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D3D52aAp nv̄b2r c
2 lnS v̄

Dvmin
D lnS lD

r c
D ~8!

with a53.
The enhancement bya is denoted separately becau

very large shear in the background flow could eliminate
caging effect and givea'1. This occurs because particle
are sheared apart inu before they have time to reverse the
velocities and collide again. Overall, Eq.~8! is in quantita-
tive agreement with the diffusion measurements, as sh
by the solid line in Fig. 5.

III. BOUNCE ENHANCEMENT OF DIFFUSION

Enhancement of the test particle diffusion aboveD3D of
Eq. ~8! is observed in regimes whereNb@1. Ions move
rather slowly, and the data of Sec. II were in the 3D regi
of Nb,2. Larger values ofNb can be obtained by decreasin
the axial length of the column (0.7,Lp,10 cm); and by
considering radii where the scaled shears is small (1024

,s,0.1).
Figure 6 shows the measured diffusion coefficient

hancementD/D3D vs Nb . For Nb,1, the solid line repre-
sentsD3D , and the data points would overlay those of Fig.
For Nb.1, the diffusion increases proportional toNb , ap-
proaching the shear-free Taylor–McNamara limit discus
in the following. The solid line representsD2D /D3D5Nb ,
also derived in the following.

We note that the parameters of this bounce enhancem
are not consistent with the 3D perspective. The theory of
collisions focuses on pairs of particles with smallrelative
velocity Dvz , so the thermal velocityv̄ and the plasma
length Lp should not enter; effects from end confineme
fields have been analyzed with regard to viscosity in fin
length systems.15 Apparently, the enhancement represents
increase in the diffusion from 2D collision kinetics.

FIG. 6. Measured diffusionDmeasnormalized by the 3D predictionD3D vs
number of particle bouncesNb , showing enhanced diffusion in the 2D
bounce-average regime.
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A. 2D diffusion with shear

This enhanced diffusion is now understood as result
from the bounce-averaged~or kz50! component of the long-
range collisions, since this 2D diffusion increases with d
creasing background shear.14,21Furthermore, this perspectiv
of shear reduction of 2D transport connects well with t
early theoretical work on 2D diffusion due to macroscop
fluctuations in shear-free plasmas.22,23

From the 2D perspective, each ion is az-average ‘‘rod’’
of charge whichE3B drifts in (r ,u) due to the fields of all
the other ions. TheE3B drift dynamics of a collection ofN
charged rods is isomorphic to a 2D gas ofN point vortices:
each rod, with chargeq̄[e/Lp per unit length, is equivalen
to a point vortex with circulation

g[q̄~4pc/B!54pceB/Lp . ~9!

~Here, we takeg.0 andvE.0 for positive ions by choos-
ing B52Bẑ; for electrons, choosingB51Bẑ would simi-
larly give g.0.!

Early work on diffusion of 2D point vortices focused o
the case of a quiescent, homogeneous shear-free gas22,23

When the vortices are distributed randomly, represent
high-temperature thermal fluctuations, Taylor and M
Namara showed that the diffusion coefficient~for diffusion
in one direction! has the following simple form:

DTM5
g

8p
AN. ~10!

The diffusion coefficient is not an intensive quantity, becau
the diffusion process is dominated by large ‘‘Dawson–Oku
vortices’’ whose size is of order the system size.23 However,
for finite temperature, these authors all suggested that De
shielding limits the maximal vortex size to approximately t
Debye lengthlD .

Here, we show that in the presence of applied shear,
Dawson–Okuda vortices are disrupted and the diffus
transport is greatly reduced14,21 compared to Eq.~10!. This
result may be relevant to current experiments and theorie
fusion plasmas, which also observe reduced transport in
presence of shear.18 In such plasmas, the fluctuations are u
stable and turbulent; and so the transport is difficult to de
mine theoretically. However, in a stable gas of point vortic
the statistical theory described here determines the trans
explicitly.

The theory analyzes collisions in a circular patch of vo
tices with uniform 2D areal densityn̄[N/pRp

2 , as shown

FIG. 7. ~a! Collisional interaction of two point vortices in a vortex patc
with shear,~b! streamlines in the rotating frame for the interaction region
negative shear, giving retrograde vortices, and~c! positive shear, giving
prograde vortices.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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1910 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 5, May 2002 Driscoll et al.
in Fig. 7. To this vortex patch anexternalsheared rotation
v(r ) is applied, with uniform shear rateS[rv8 and scaled
shears5S/n̄g. In physical systems, the rotationv(r ) would
follow from n̄(r ) through Poisson’s equation, and a unifor
patch would havev5n̄g/2.

The character of vortex collisions, diffusion, and dyna
ics depends critically on whether the shear is negative
positive, i.e., whether the vortices are retrograde or progra
~A retrograde vortex rotates in theoppositesense compared
to the local curl of the sheared flow.! Indeed, the theory will
be seen to be valid only fors,0 ~retrograde vortices!. For-
tunately, this corresponds to the experiments, which h
monotonically decreasingv(r ); each ion is a retrograde vor
tex in the negative overall shear flow.

For s,0, two separate collisional processes are resp
sible for radial diffusion in the presence of applied she
small impact parameter collisions, described by a Boltzm
formalism; and large impact parameter collisions, descri
by a quasilinear formalism. In Fig. 7~b!, the shaded region
shows the range of possible streamlines~in the rotating
center-of-mass frame! for small impact parameter collisions
For example, vortex 1 may flow down~in u! and to the left
~in r! and then back up because of a collision with vortex
which correspondingly flows up, to the right, and back dow
The unshaded region shows possible large impact param
collisions, where the vortices would merely move in a
back out slightly while streaming past each other, except
the influence of other distant vortices.

Here small and large impact parameters mean initial
dial separations that are smaller or larger than a distancel ,
where the ‘‘trapping distance’’l is defined as

l[A2g/4pS5a/A22s. ~11!

Here,a[(pn̄)21/2 is the average distance between vortic
Note that the trapping distance is undefined fors.0, since
the trapping extends to infinity in this simple model.

An estimate of the vortex diffusion is obtained by co
sidering small impact collisions. Here, the radial step size
Dr; l , and the collision rate is the rate at which the sh
brings vortices together, i.e.,n;n̄uSu l 2. This gives a diffu-
sion D5nDr 2}n̄uSu l 4}gs21.

A rigorous Boltzmann calculation gives the radial diff
sion coefficientDB due to these small impact parameter c
lisions; and a quasilinear calculation based on the Kubo
mula gives the diffusion coefficientDK from multiple distant
collisions. The total diffusion14 is then

D2D5DB1DK5
g

2s

1

p2 ln2 LB1
g

2s
ln ~r /rmin!

5
2pec

LpBs F ln2 LB

p2 1 ln~r /rmin!G , ~12!

with collision logarithms given byLB[2.713p2S2/n̄g2 and
rmin'(4DK /S)1/2 for the regimes of interest here.

Of course, this estimate is valid only when it is less th
the zero-shear result, i.e., whenD2D,DTM . However, one
can see that even a very small shear, of orderS/n̄g
'N21/2, is required to make the zero-shearDTM inappli-
Downloaded 06 Sep 2002 to 132.239.69.90. Redistribution subject to A
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cable. In other words, even small shears wipe out the la
scale Dawson–Okuda vortices required to giveDTM .

We have tested this theory using numerical simulation14

of N identical point vortices, initially placed randomly insid
a circular patch, with an applied uniform external shear r
S. As a check of the numerics, we employed two separ
simulation techniques, a 2D molecular dynamics~MD!
method for point vortices, and a 2D particle in cell~PIC!
simulation. To obtain the diffusion coefficient, we chose
test particles all vortices in the band of radii from 0.43R to
0.57R, and followed their mean square change in radial p
sition, ^dr 2(t)&. The diffusion coefficient is found from fit-
ting ^dr 2(t)&52Dt.

Figure 8 displays the diffusion rates obtained from t
simulations with varyingN compared to the predictions o
theory. The simulations withs50 agree closely withDTM

~dashed line!. Simulations with negative imposed shears
s521.2 and212 show reduced diffusion, in quantitativ
agreement withD2D ~solid lines!.

However, the simulations withs5112 show about
103 less diffusion, apparently due to trapping effects in c
lisions between vortices which are prograde with respec
the shear. In essence, the trapping sizel is infinite for s.0,
and the effects of bound vortex pairs cannot be ignored; th
the Boltzmann analysis is inapplicable. Furthermore,
method of integration along unperturbed orbits, which is
sential to the Kubo analysis, also fails. Analysis of the
trapped particle effects is a significant unsolved theory pr
lem.

We note further that these same trapping effects cau
decreased velocity formacroscopicprograde vortices mov-
ing up or down a background vorticity gradient.24 The trap-
ping is a critical aspect of the microscopic collisions and
the macroscopic dynamics.

For perspective, we note that both the Taylo
McNamara diffusion and the collisional diffusion follow
from the discreteness of the vorticity. If we let the discre
ness go to zero by lettingN→` at fixed total circulation, or

FIG. 8. Diffusion coefficientsD from simulations vs number of particlesN,
for shear ratess50, 21.2, 212, and 12. Solid points are MD simulations
open points are PIC simulations. The dashed line is Eq.~10!; the solid lines
are Eq. ~12!. No theory predicts the weaker diffusion for positive she
~prograde vortices!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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equivalently look at the normalizedD/Ng, then the diffusion
will decreaseasN increases. From the perspective of Fig.
the shear-free diffusionDTM /Ng decreases asN1/2, since the
fluctuation-induced Taylor–McNamara vortices are weak
On the other hand, for finite scaled shears, the scaled diffu-
sion D/Ng decreases asN21 since the collisionality is pro-
portional to the discreteness.

Returning to the ion experiments, this perspective
shear reduction of 2D diffusion provides a complete exp
nation of the length-dependent diffusion enhancements, s
the experiments are only in the negative shear regime w
the theory applies. Figure 9 displays the same experime
data as Fig. 6, but with the diffusion scaled asDLpB and
plotted versus scaled shears. The diffusion approachesDTM

for usu,1023, decreases asusu21 for 1022,usu,1021, and
equalsD3D for usu.1. Here, the column lengths ranged ov
0.7,Lp,10 cm, and the temperature ranged over 0.05,T
,3 eV, with fixedB53T. The temperature and shear we
closely related, since the near-equilibrium plasmas h
near-uniformv tot , so the shear invE arises mainly from the
diamagnetic drift asT“n. The estimateDTM is from theN
553107 ions within the low-shear region of the plasm
The estimateD3D usesT and n, as is characteristic of the
data points on Fig. 9 with large shear.

Considering the plasma parameters one at a time h
clarify the relation between the 3D and 2D regimes of lon
range collisions. Figure 5 showsD}T21/2, but presumably
this would showD}T0 at high temperatures if the she
were held fixed. The transition to this 2D regime would o
cur when the 3DDvz'0 resonance gave negligibly sma
diffusion. From this perspective, the diffusion ‘‘enhanc
ment’’ of Fig. 6 with increasing temperature~increasingf b!
appears only becauseD3D decreases asD3D}T21/2.

The length dependence of the diffusion in the 2D regi
is somewhat surprising, but consistent with the 2D analy
Consider increasing the length of the plasma column by
pendingM identical sections with identicaln(r ) andvE8 (r ).
The diffusion will thendecreasebecause thekz50 strength
g}e/Lp of each electron decreases byM , while n̄g and s

FIG. 9. Measured diffusion vs measured shears, showing shear-reduction
of diffusion from the zero-shear Taylor–McNamara limit to the 3D regim
In the 2D regime, the diffusion scales asLp

21 andB21.
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remain constant; this is essentially taking the ‘‘plasma lim
of zero discreteness.

B. Viscosity and heat conduction

Long-range collisions also transfer angular moment
and energy, giving viscosity15,16 and heat conduction12,13 co-
efficients which may be substantially larger than the class
coefficients. The long-range viscosity is especially striking
pure electron plasmas, being up to 108 times larger than clas
sical, with a dependence onLp andNb which is not yet fully
understood.16 Long-range heat transport measured in pu
ion plasmas in the 3D regime is up to 103 times classical.13

Theory suggests there is no 2D enhancement of heat tr
port, but this has not been checked experimentally.

Viscosity acting on a sheared rotating plasma cause
bulk transport of particles, with a consequent relaxation
ward a uniform profile of total fluid rotationv tot . Figure 10
shows measurements of this relaxation in a pure elec
plasma.10 The density profilen(r ,z50) relaxes toward the
thermal equilibrium profile, which is uniform in the cente
and then falls off on a scale oflD . Here, thez dependence
of the density n(r ,z) is obtained from the measure
z-integrated densityQ(r )5*dz n(r ,z) using an (r 2z) Pois-
son solver which presumes local equilibrium along each fi
line. In this evolution, the total angular momentum is w
conserved, as some electrons move out and others mov
verifying that the transport is indeed due to ‘‘interna
electron–electron collisions.

Figure 10 also shows the calculated rotation profiles
laxing toward a rigid rotor withv tot(r)5constant. Here, the
Poisson solution givesE(r ,z) andvE(r ,z)5cE/rB; the dia-
magnetic rotationvdia(r ,z)5c¹(nT)/enrB is calculated
from the density and measurements of temperatureT(r ); and
the total fluid rotation is calculated asv tot5vE1vdia.

Local kinematic viscosity coefficientsh are obtained16

from these evolutions, by fitting the data to a fluid model

the z-averaged particle fluxḠ(r ,t). The measured flux is

. FIG. 10. Measured electron density profilesn(r ,t) and total rotation profiles
vR(r ,t) at three different timest, showing viscous relaxation to the rigid
rotor thermal equilibrium.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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G~r ,t ![2
1

Lpr E0

r

dr8 r 8
d

dt
Q~r ,t !, ~13!

and this flux is driven by viscosityh acting on shears inv tot ,
as

G~r ,t ![nv r52
c

eB

1

r 2

]

]r
r 2hr

]

]r
v tot . ~14!

The viscosity coefficienth is relatively well determined a
radii where the shear and flux are large.

The classical theory of short-range velocity-scatter
collisions1–3 gives

hc

nm
5

2Ap

5
nv̄b2r c

2 lnS r c

b D}B22Lp
0 . ~15!

Long-range E3B drift collisions in the 3D regime are
predicted6,7,9 to give

h3D

nm
5a

Ap

3
nv̄b2lD

2 lnS v̄
Dvmin

D}B0L0, ~16!

where the velocity-caging factora and minimum relative
velocity Dvmin have the same meaning as in Eq.~8!. The
recent 2D bounce-averaged theory15 incorporates an approxi
mation to the drifts from thermal electron penetration in
the end sheaths, and predicts transport driven by shea
v tot ~but limited by shears invE! as

h2D

nm
516p2nv̄b2d2NbgS 2d

r D}B2L23, ~17!

with d[ v̄r cuL8/LuS2152r cL8Nb being the predicted radia
interaction distance, andg(2d/r )'0.1 being a collision in-
tegral.

Figure 11 shows the measured viscosity coefficienh
versus magnetic fieldB for relatively short plasmas~Lp

'5 cm, T'1 eV! compared to the three theory estimate
The viscosity coefficient scales ash}B1 over two decades in
B; for B510 kG, the measuredh is 108 times larger than

FIG. 11. Measured electron viscosityh vs magnetic fieldB, compared to
the classical, 3D, and 2D predictions of Eqs.~15!, ~16!, and~17!.
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the hc predicted for short-range velocity-scattering col
sions. The data scale withB as doesh2D , but the data is
3 – 103 smaller for these short plasmas.

The measured viscosity depends strongly on plas
length Lp , although not as predicted byh2D . Empirically,
we find that the parameterNb alone characterizes both theB
andL dependence rather accurately; all of the data are w
described16 by

hemp

nm
5~11Nb!nv̄b2lD

2}B1L21. ~18!

Figure 12 shows the measured viscosity for a wide ra
of n, L, T, and B. For long plasmas and/or low magnet
fields, with Nb&1, the measured data shows factor-of
agreement with the 3D infinite-length theory. In this regim
the radial shears apparently separate the interacting part
and prevent multiple correlated collisions. For short plasm
and/or high fields, withNb@1, the measured viscosity i
enhanced by an amount that is observed to scale asNb , most
probably due to multiple correlated collisions.

The 2D viscosity theory treats the ‘‘resonant’’ interactio
between two rods at different radii; that is, the rods inter
for a long time if v1(r 1)5v2(r 2). An early analysis9

considered only nonmonotonic rotation frequenciesvE(r )
~like Fig. 10!, so that the resonance was satisfied at disti
radii where vE(r 1)5vE(r 2). Moreover, the plasma tem
perature did not enter the early 2D analysis, sugges
that the viscous transport was driven by shears invE , and
that this transport would cease whenvE(r )5constant
rather than when v tot(r)5constant. Experiments hav
demonstrated16 that the 2D viscosity enhancements are
sentially the same for monotonic and nonmonotonic profil
and that the viscous transport is driven by shears inv tot(r)
rather than by shears invE(r ).

The recent 2D viscosity analysis15 includes the tempera
ture T and lengthLp of the plasma by including an approx
mation to theu drifts25 which occur due to the end confine

FIG. 12. Measured electron viscosityh vs the effective number of bounce
Nb , compared toh3D of Eq. ~16! and to the empirical scalinghemp of Eq.
~18!.
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ment fields. A particle reflecting off the end receives an ax
impulse 2mvz and drifts inû by an amount proportional to
2mvz . The particle’s bounce-averagedE3B drift rotation
frequencŷ vE&z then depends onvz , and the transport reso
nance can be satisfied if̂vE(r 1 ,vz1)&z5^vE(r 2 ,vz2)&z .
This analysis givesh2D of Eq. ~17!, which is in qualitative
agreement with the experiments. However, the measured
cosity is about 33 smaller than predicted by Eq.~17!, and
does not show the shear and length dependencies appe
in the predicted radial interaction distanced.

Thus, the empirical 2D viscosity enhancement by a f
tor of Nb is intriguingly similar to the 2D diffusion enhance
ment by a factor ofNb ; but the viscosity enhancement is n
yet supported by theory.

Finally, we mention heat transport coefficients, to co
plete the picture presented by Table I. The cross-field ene
flux is driven by temperature gradients, asGE52k]T/]r ,
with the coefficient of heat conductionk related to the ther-
mal diffusivity x by k5(5/2)nx.

In classical velocity-scattering collisions4 with b,r
,r c , the particles step a distancer c and carry their therma
energy with them, givingx}ncr c

2 or

2

5n
kclas5

16Ap

15
ncr c

2 ln~r c /b!}nT21/2B22. ~19!

For long-range collisions in the 3D~not bounce-
averaged! regime, with impact parametersr c,r,lD , the
collisions are effectively one-dimensional and elastic, a
the particles merely exchange axial velocities. A rigoro
analysis12 of these collisions gives

2

5n
k3D5~0.48!nclD

2}T21/2. ~20!

Note that this thermal diffusivity isindependentof magnetic
field B and of plasma densityn.

Figure 13 shows that measurements13 in pure ion plas-
mas give quantitative agreement with Eq.~20! over a wide
range of temperatures, densities, and magnetic fields. At
densities and high magnetic fields, classical collisions g
very low thermal diffusivity, and long-range heat transport
up to 1033 larger. At low temperatures, classical collisio
are further suppressed as the cyclotron radiusr c decreases
toward the distance of closest approachb; the visible bend in
the theory curves of Fig. 13 is from ln(rc /b). Indeed, at very
low temperatures wherer c,b, the perpendicular-to-paralle
thermal isotropization is suppressed completely,26 yet the
long-range heat transport remains large.

Theory suggests that there is no 2D enhancement to
heat transport, since 2D rods have no axial velocity to
change. The heat transport experiments of Ref. 19 were
performed in the 3D regime: even for the highest tempe
tures, one hasNb,1, since the column was long and th
shear was large. The question of heat transport among
idly bouncing particles thus remains open.
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More significantly, the possibility of thermal wave emi
sion and absorption contributing to ‘‘very long range’’ tran
port of energy was first analyzed by Rosenbluth and Liu11

Later analysis suggests that both thermal conduction and
cosity may be dominated by wave transport for large plas
radii Rp .12,20 For heat transport, wave transport is expec
to dominate whenRp*102lD ; and for viscosity, Rp

*103lD is required. Future experiments with cold io
plasmas27 may characterize this wave-mediated transport
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